2. Marinera Holy Week Museum Salvador Caurín Alarcón

HISTORY: Located in the warehouses of the old rice mill. The museum interprets the heritage
of the Marinera Holy Week. It brings together images of virgins and Christs, the thrones, biers,
sculpture groups of the parishes…Suits, posters, photographs, souvenirs, etc. This festival has
special attractions such as “the Biblical characters”, “la trenca de perols”, “the speech of the
Christs beside the sea”, and others. The visit to the museum helps to understand all the acts
that are celebrated in the churches and on streets of the Seaside Towns, in the second Festival
of the city of Valencia after the Fallas.

PHYSICAL DISABILITY
Parking: There are two nearby public spaces, with vertical and horizontal signage, in calle de
Escalante.
Access: Main entrance has no slopes. Door with free passage of 156 cm. Internal mobility:
Aisles more than 120 cm wide with no slope. Doors with minimum passage width of 80 cm.
Internal mobility: Building of two floors communicated through staircase and an elevating
platform.
Toilets: There is a unisex adapted toilet with accessible itinerary. Toilet door of opening inwards
with a handle, with 88 cm-wide free passage and no return spring. In front of and behind the
door there is a space greater than or equal to 150 cm. Door of the cabin opens inwards with a
handle, with 88 cm-wide free passage. Within the cabin it is possible to describe a circle with a
diameter of 150 cm. Sink of 80 cm high with a side panel. Lower edge of the mirror 90 cm high.
Toilet access space of 80 cm on the right and 180 cm of front access. Toilet seat 40 cm high.
Support bar foldable on the left side and fixed on the right side. Both located 60 cm high.
Separation between bars of 65 cm. No alarm system within the cabin.
Exhibition: Exhibition area with elements with direct lighting located between 100 and 195 cm
high. Display cases of the exhibition area with elements located 25-100 cm high. Aisles with free
passage of 220 cm. Interactive screen with audiovisuals located 100-135 cm high.

VISUAL IMPAIRMENT
Internal mobility: There are information signs with contrasting pictograms.
Exhibition: Display cases in the exhibition area fully-glazed with elements with direct lighting.
Itinerary free of obstacles. Homogeneous lighting without reflections in the exhibition elements.

HEARING IMPAIRMENT
Internal mobility: No written information about the services provided. There are information
panels in each of the rooms with pictograms or short texts. With illuminated emergency signals.
Exhibition: Projector and interactive screen with audiovisuals that have subtitles in Italian,
German, French, English, Spanish and Valencian.

